Properties of the spectrin-like structural element of smooth-muscle alpha-actinin.
The fragment of smooth muscle alpha-actinin, comprising the four spectrin-like structural repeating units, has a high alpha-helix content, similar to that of spectrin, and a hydrodynamic frictional coefficient, indicative of an elongated, probably bent or kinked rod-like structure, as found for spectrin dimer and tetramer. The fragment exists in solution as an extremely stable dimer, which is dissociated only under denaturing conditions and is much more resistant to dissociation by urea than is the spectrin heterodimer. High-resolution proton magnetic resonance spectra reveal that a part of the polypeptide chain gives rise to sharp resonances; this is also true of spectrin and it implies that the individual structural repeating units contain segmentally mobile elements, which may be required to generate the elastic properties of the spectrin family of proteins. Again like spectrin, the alpha-actinin fragment contains multiple binding sites for long-chain fatty acids, as revealed by quenching of tryptophan fluorescence by 2-bromostearate (though not by 9(10)-bromostearate). The results point to extensive structural and functional similarities between the repeating units of all the proteins of the spectrin family.